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ABSTRACT: Mass fatalities can present the forensic anthropologist and forensic pathologist with a different set of challenges to those presented
by a single fatality. To date radiography has played an important role in the disaster victim identification (DVI) process. The aim of this paper is to
highlight the benefits of applying computed tomography (CT) technology to the DVI process. The paper begins by reviewing the extent to which
sophisticated imaging techniques, specifically CT, have been increasingly used to assist in the analysis of deceased individuals. A small scale case
study is then presented which describes aspects of the DVI process following a recent Australian aviation disaster involving two individuals. Having
grided the scene of the disaster, a total of 41 bags of heavily disrupted human remains were collected. A postmortem examination was subsequently
undertaken. Analysis of the CT images of all body parts (n = 162) made it possible not only to identify and side differentially preserved skeletal ele-
ments which were anatomically unrecognizable in the heavily disrupted body masses, but also to observe and record useful identifying features such
as surgical implants. In this case the role of the forensic anthropologist and CT technology were paramount in facilitating a quick identification, and
subsequently, an effective and timely reconciliation, of body parts. Although this case study is small scale, it illustrates the enormous potential for
CT imaging to complement the existing DVI process.
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The partially decomposed or partly burned body is not only one
of the most objectionable, but also one of the most useless objects
conceivable. (1)

In contrast to a single fatality, typically involving a relatively
intact deceased, the event of a disaster, potentially involving multi-
ple individuals poses different challenges for the forensic anthropol-
ogist and forensic pathologist during postmortem examinations.
Disasters may involve aircraft and ⁄or vehicle accidents, explosions,
earthquakes (tsunami), fires, floods, infectious disease outbreaks,
landslides, mudslides and avalanches, tornadoes, cyclones, war, and
weapons of mass destruction. Therefore, individuals involved in
disasters are typically subjected to extreme forces. Such forces may
include heat (burning), impact (G-force, wave), crushing (e.g.,
structure collapse), bombing and explosion, freefall (impact),
and ⁄or environmental influences (temperature; humidity; water—
warm, cold, salt, fresh; scavenger activity), all of which potentially
leave the human body significantly disrupted. In most disaster
cases, questions pertaining to the cause of death are secondary to
those of identification. Further, issues of body part reconciliation
are vital. It is important to provide closure for families, whose
loved ones have been victims of a disaster. When extensive frag-
mentation of bodies has occurred, reconciling these remains may
assist this process by assuring relatives that the remains released to
them are those of their relative and include all those remains that
could be reasonably recovered and identified.

The application of radiological techniques as a noninvasive
means to investigate the human body has a long history. However,
there has been increasing discussion among forensic medical practi-
tioners about the extent to which sophisticated imaging can be used
to assist in the analysis of the deceased (2). The detail of such
investigations was augmented in the 1970s with the advent of com-
puted tomography (CT), and in the 1980s with the ability to display
axial CT images in three dimensions (3,4). Since this time, CT
imaging has been used for a number of specific postmortem analy-
ses including identification (5–10), facial approximation (11,12),
sex determination (13), and aging (14). It has also been applied to
the examination of archaeological (15) and paleopathological
human remains (16). In addition, CT imaging has been used to
augment the traditional autopsy (17–19) with one focus being on
the assessment and interpretation of injuries (20–22). While tradi-
tional radiography has been widely used in mass disaster investiga-
tions (23), CT technology has been applied to intact charred
(24,25) and decomposed single individuals (26). With the excep-
tions of U.S. military casualties (27) and one case in the U.K. (28),
there are no examples of CT imaging being applied to disaster vic-
tim identification (DVI) scenarios. The potential to implement such
technology in mass disasters to augment the DVI process has how-
ever been recognized (19,29,30).

The following case study describes a recent Australian aviation
disaster in which the role of the forensic anthropologist and CT
technology were paramount in facilitating a quick identification,
and subsequently an effective and timely reconciliation of body
parts.

Background

In February 2007, a light plane carrying two occupants crashed
in a farm paddock in Victoria (Australia). The DVI Unit and the
Crime Scene Unit (specialist police teams) responded to the inci-
dent under the direction of the Australian Transport Safety Bureau.
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An initial evaluation of the scene revealed an estimated 250–300
separate human remains scattered over a distance of around 600 m
from the site of impact. The remains consisted of various heavily
disrupted unidentifiable tissue types, organs, and both body masses
of Individual 1 and Individual 2. It was apparent that collection of
the remains required a numbering system that could be utilized dur-
ing the postmortem examinations to potentially aid in reconciling
body parts.

Due to fading light conditions following the initial inspection of
the scene, collection of the remains commenced at first light the
day after the accident. A police team grided the scene and
employed the simple method of an X and Y axis to record the body
parts. Each grid square measured c. 25 by 25 m and was labeled
with sequential letters and numbers (e.g., B1, B2, C1, C2, etc.)
(Fig. 1). Varying numbers of body parts were located within each
square. Individual grid squares were line searched, and all remains
within that grid were located and marked.

Following established DVI protocols (31), each body part was
assigned a separate DVI number based on the grid reference. A
decision was made to collect and number identifiable organs, both
body masses, and any remains containing teeth or bone separately.
The remaining unknown tissue within each grid square was then
collected together and marked as one number. A total of 41 num-
bers were allocated to the collected remains.

Once collected, the human remains were transported to the
Victorian Institute of Forensic Medicine (VIFM) for examination.
Following VIFM protocol, the remains were CT scanned using a
Toshiba AquilionTM 16 multidetector CT scanner. The VIFM mor-
tuary is the first in Australia to have installed a CT scanner, and
one of the few mortuaries in the world to own a 16-slice scanner.
Depending on the material contained within each bag (based on
analysis of the preliminary scout views), different scan protocols
were used including fine slice (0.5–2 mm) soft tissue and high
detail (bone) algorithms.

FIG. 1—Schematic plan of crash site showing the approximate location of the plane wreckage and distribution of numbers (n) of partial and complete body
parts. Grid references were used in the labeling of body parts.
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Preservation

The bags contained highly disrupted and partially burnt human
remains. Although all fragmentary, body parts ranged in size from
a single finger to a torso. In a number of fragments, the soft tissue
masses were anatomically unrecognizable.

Analysis

The contents of each of the 41 body bags were examined by the
forensic pathologist. Simultaneously, and in the same autopsy suite,
the forensic anthropologist reviewed three-dimensional (3D) vol-
ume-rendered CT images of the specific bag being examined. The
images were viewed using AquariusNETTM software. While
the physical remains were predominantly unrecognizable (Fig. 2),
the CT imagery allowed the forensic anthropologist to quickly and
efficiently view, and identify, the side skeletal elements within the
162 body parts regardless of their size and preservation (Fig. 3).

The ability to remove the soft tissue layers digitally and view
the skeletal elements almost instantly allowed the forensic patholo-
gist to examine more effectively the physical remains and to
develop an inventory of relatively intact body parts (Table 1).

Positive identification was achieved by DNA analysis on the two
largest body parts. In addition, both deceased individuals had ante-
mortem fingerprint records. This meant that comparisons could be
made between the two largest body parts, partial hands and fingers,
and the unidentified body parts as a starting point for reconciliation
all the other disrupted remains. Experience dealing with highly
fragmentary and differentially preserved human remains allowed
the forensic anthropologist and pathologist to assign each bag of
remains to either Individual 1 or Individual 2 by a process of
elimination.

The use of the CT scanner in this case meant that the remains
did not have to be mechanically cleaned (and therefore disrupted
any further) to identify body parts. While the need to clean
remains is not detrimental to a case, obviating this phase of the
analysis significantly sped up the reconciliation process. In addi-
tion, the number of body parts that had to be identified through
DNA analysis was reduced. From a total of 41 bags of remains,
(two of which contained soft tissue only), only five were sent for
DNA analysis.

Results

Following 2 days of examination and analysis, a total of 34 ⁄ 41
(83%) of the bags collected at the scene could be reconciled
(Fig. 4): 11 bags with a total of 49 body parts (two of which did
not contain skeletal material) were reconciled to Individual 1 and
23 bags with a total of 86 body parts were reconciled to Individual
2. The extensive damage and associated fragmentation to the
bodies resulted in a total of seven bags of remains (27 body parts,
most of which contained small fragments of rib or crania) which
could not be reconciled.

In addition to easily viewing the fragmentary skeletal remains,
numerous metallic objects were observed on the CT images. Of
particular importance for confirmation of identification were two
surgical screws associated with a fragmentary left distal femur
(Figs. 5 and 6). This information was reconciled with information
from antemortem medical records for Individual 1.

Discussion

Prior to the use of CT scans, imaging of the contents of body
bags would have been carried out using either standard radiogra-
phy (with production of X-ray films) or an image intensifier
(with concomitant hazards of radiation exposure). The use of CT
images (specifically the 3D reconstructions) in this disaster sce-
nario were of enormous anatomical and diagnostic value provid-
ing a timely and efficient means of initially examining the 41
bags of heavily disrupted human remains. There are, however,
limiting factors such as commingling which need to be consid-
ered when using CT imaging to reconcile body parts. In the case
presented in this paper, distinctive, identifiable clothing was
located on a major body part. This clothing was consistent with
antemortem information obtained for one of the deceased (Indi-
vidual 2). A piece of this clothing was located with another bag
(Bag 3) containing smaller body parts, including a complete right
clavicle, cranial fragments, a left mandibular ramus, and fragmen-
tary right pubic bone. Based on the association with the clothing,
Bag 3 was initially assumed to have belonged to Individual 2.
However, further examination of the CT images illustrated that
Individual 2 already had a complete left and a fragmentary right
medial clavicle which was part of a significantly larger body part
suggesting therefore that Bag 3 belonged to Individual 1. How-
ever, Individual 1 already had a right pubic bone. Thus, it

FIG. 2—Plan view of unrecognizable human remains from the crash site.

FIG. 3—Multiplanar reconstruction of remains illustrated in Fig. 2. This
posterior view clearly shows the pelvis, sacrum, proximal right femur, lum-
bar, and thoracic vertebrae.
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TABLE 1—Inventory of identified body parts as identified on the CT scans.

Bag No. Body Part ⁄ s Comment

1 Partial occipital; complete cervical spine and partial thoracic vertebrae; partial sternum; partial ribs; partial left
scapula; complete left clavicle; partial proximal left ulna; fragmentary right scapula; right proximal humerus;
right proximal ulna; right fragmentary zygomatic; left mandible with five in situ teeth

2 Right pelvis, right femur, right patella, right proximal tibia and tibia, right humerus and right proximal ulna and
radius; right broken clavicle; left partial humerus and proximal radius and ulna; left mandible body with teeth;
partial occipital; cervical vertebrae; thoracic vertebrae; partial ribs; partial left and right scapula

3 Left hand with left distal radius and ulna Fingerprints
4 Left fragmentary humeral head
5 1 · right fragmentary rib
6 4 · left rib fragments
7 1 · unsided rib fragment; 1 · unsided fragmentary metacarpal, 1 · unsided carpal
8 2 · cranial fragments; 1 · left rib fragment Organs
9 Right hand including right distal ulna and radius Fingerprints

10 No bone Soft tissue only
11 Right mandibular molar in fragmentary bone and isolated canine
12 Left proximal ulna; 1 · unsided midshaft Midshaft = radius?
13 Left 3rd finger Fingerprints
14 Maxillary midline fragment with left (21, 22) and right (11,12) in situ teeth
15 Right mandibular ramus and body with 2 in situ molar; right zygomatic; right maxillary fragment with 7 in situ

teeth (11,12,13,14,15,16,17)
16 Right partial frontal bone Hair
17 Left maxilla with 5 in situ teeth (24–28) Some with restorations
18 Right maxillary fragment with 3 in situ teeth (13, 14, 15)
19 Left maxilla with 5 in situ teeth (23, 24, 25, 26, 27)
20 1 · right 1st finger Fingerprints
21 Molar tooth Restoration
22 Left mandibular condyle; cranial fragments including left zygomatic
23 Isolated mandibular tooth
24 3 · right carpals (scaphoid, capitate, and trapezoid)
25 2 · right distal rib fragments
26 Partial right hand with fingers 2–5 Fingerprints
27 No bone
28 No bone Partial heart
29 1 · unsided rib fragment; midshaft of long bone; cranial fragments; 1 · R? trapezoid
30 5 · cranial fragments
31 Left thumb Fingerprints
32 Left distal ulna and radius with carpals (·6) Associated with a ring
33 Left 5th finger Fingerprints
34 Fragmentary left proximal tibia and distal femur Associated with two

surgical screws
35 Partial (distal) left thumb Fingerprint
36 Left foot and ankle (i.e., fragmentary left distal tibia and fibula)
37 Fragmentary proximal radius (R?); cranial fragments including left frontal fragment; long bone midshaft frag-

ments; rib fragments
38 Left calcaneus and talus; left distal tibia and fibula
39 Right pelvis, right proximal femur, lumbar vertebrae; partial sacrum, right patella, left partial pelvis; right foot
40 Left ischium and partial acetabulum with fragmentary femoral head
41 Cranial fragments, fragmented ribs; right complete clavicle; left mandibular ramus; fragmentary pubic right

bone; left zygomatic
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FIG. 4—The location of partial and ⁄ or complete human remains accord-
ing to the grid used to recover body parts.

FIG. 5—Heavily disrupted human remains. Arrows point to surgical
screws.
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became apparent that Bag 3 was in fact an example of commin-
gled remains.

Conclusion

In light of the growing recognition of the reliability of CT scan-
ning as an interpretative and diagnostic tool (32,33), such technol-
ogy is increasingly being employed. Obviously not all mortuaries
will have access to CT scanners and utilizing hospital imaging
equipment for highly decomposed and ⁄ or disrupted remains poses
health and safety risks. However, in settings where such equipment
is colocated within a mortuary or available as a mobile unit, there
is enormous potential for CT imaging to complement the existing
DVI process.

While the case discussed in this paper involved two deceased,
the potential for CT imaging to assist in disaster scenarios involv-
ing tens or hundreds of deceased should not be underestimated. In
contrast to Brue’s 1958 statement (see above quote), the partially
decomposed or partly burned body should no longer be seen either
as objectionable or useless. The implementation of CT imaging to
DVI incidents significantly augments the ability to quickly and effi-
ciently identify and reconcile highly disrupted body parts.
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